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INTRODUCTION

This index is intended to supplement the one that I compiled some years ago for the *Old-Lore Series*, which consisted of the contents lists for the 75 numbers strung together one after another. This present index has a more thematic approach and covers the *Old-Lore Miscellany* only, which was issued in 10 volumes between 1907 and 1946, forming the major sub-series of the aforementioned *Old-Lore Series*.

The master index is the AUTHOR INDEX. Entries are arranged under each author in order of publication and not in the more customary alphabetical order. Original contributions are listed first, followed by edited or compiled pieces for which I have not been able to find an alternative heading. Where edited works have been entered under their own headings, cross-references are provided from the editor. A number of articles were published anonymously and these are listed at the end under the heading [Anon.]. It may be possible to guess at the authorship of some of these, but I have not thought it right to commit myself. I have, however, silently expanded initials where the authorship is probably not in dispute. Where I have not been able to allocate an identity to initials I have entered the article under the final element, as is standard practice in library catalogues. Similarly, I have entered pseudonymous articles under the pseudonyms—necessarily, as I do not know the writers’ identities! (In this context, incidentally, I have treated ‘X.’ as a pseudonym rather than as an anonym.)

The publication history of the *Old-Lore Series* is fairly nightmarish. Not only did it comprise three separate sub-series, each with its own volume and part numbers, but the *Miscellany* tended to publish material in easily-digested gobbets rather than as a full meal—each ‘gobbet’ sometimes being only one or two pages long. Citations, therefore, can be very convoluted—one contribution was published in 12 parts; another in 11. For this reason, I have abbreviated references to a simple statement of volume number followed by pages. For those who wish to have a more complete bibliographical reference, I have provided, before the author index, a conversion table. This converts vol. + pages to part number, date of publication and running number within the overall series (which is necessary for ordering numbers from the Viking Society). Thus, the first item in the author index, whose reference is 10:232, converts to v. 10, pt 5 (1943), being no 73 in the *Old-Lore Series*. 
Each item in the author index has an index number, which is printed in bold at the end of the entry. These are used for reference purposes in the SUBJECT INDEX, which is a simple alphabetical one, using specific rather than general terms as far as possible. I have avoided purely geographical headings, except in one case, where the matter was too broad to be easily summed up in a term that was not in itself so vague as to be virtually useless. Nor have I made use of subdivisions except in a few cases, where they seemed necessary. Most entries are simply not extensive enough for such frills. Some contributions were not in the nature of what might be termed ‘learned articles’ but were narratives in the native dialect. I have concocted the subject heading ‘Stories in dialect’ for these and also indexed them under their subjects. In this way, those interested in dialects can pinpoint them easily. It is not my intention to suggest that they are, in any way, less valid than more learned-seeming contributions. Linking cross-references, in the index, will, I hope, send users from one subject heading to another related one.

To compensate for the lack (largely) of geographical references in this index I have added (hastily) a round-up of material under each county, using broader headings than those used in the main index, which may be useful to those searching for topics on a more general plane, such as history or literature. This is by way of being an experiment and I am not sure if it will work or not. I hope it does.

The work is completed by a PORTRAIT INDEX and an INDEX TO OBITUARIES. I have nothing much to say about these, except that I have added dates to the names in the portrait index, where I could discover them, with one, obvious, exception. This is intended both as an aid in identifying folk with the same name and to assist any user who may be searching for portraits from a particular era. I have not provided dates in the index of obituaries as it is to be assumed that the subjects would be contemporaneous with the dates of their obituaries.

The Old-Lore Series was very much the brainchild of Alfred Johnston, the Society’s founder, and I would like to dedicate this index to the Miscellany, issued as it is in the Society’s centenary year, to his memory.
ABBREVIATIONS

comp.  compiled
ed.    edited
front. frontispiece
trans.  translated
transcr. transcribed
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<tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>191–254</td>
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<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>20</td>
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<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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Caithness 5 92 98
see also LEGENDS; STORIES IN DIALECT
FORTS 131
FOWLER, William 34
GAELIC DICTIONARY 4
GENEALOGY 8
for genealogies of individual families, see under: Elphinstones of Lopness; Groat; Irwins of Chalderness; Johnston, Joshua; King, James; Leasks of Aglath; Mowats of Houland; Sands of Swanbister; Sinclairs of Brabsterdorran; Sinclairs of Lybster; Stewarts of Eday and Newark.
GHENT, William Joseph van, Baron 27
GIFFORD, Thomas, Laird of Busta 41
GROAT, family 68 99 142
GRÓTTASQNGR 46
HALCRO, William and Margaret 78
HEART, David 68
HILDINA, Ballad of 24
IRWINS OF CHALDERNESS 150
JOHNSTON, Joshua 64
JOURNALS
  Edward Charlton 15–16
  George Low 80
  Murdoch Macdonald 81
KING, James, Lord Eythin 156
LANGSKAILL EXCAVATIONS 86
LEASKS OF AGLATH 155
LEGENDS 17 23 84
  see also FOLK-LORE; STORIES IN DIALECT
LETTERS
  Thomas Gifford 11
  Charles Steuart 134
MACKAILE, Mathew 97
MACKAY, George, ‘Rob Doun’ see ROB DOUN
MANSIE O’KIERFA 122
MARKETS see BULLIERS
MATCHES, Magnus 120
MILLS 119
MONUMENTS 7 35
MOODIES OF MELSETTER 147
MORISON, Rev. John 6
MOWATS OF HOULAND 39 109
MURDER 90
MURDOCH CAMPBELL, Stores, Freswick 95
MUSIC 1 59
  see also SONGS; SWORD-DANCES
NAMES 66 115
  Personal: Orkney 20 22; Caithness 9
  Place: Caithness 93; Sutherland 43–44 47–48 71
NAVAL EXPEDITIONS 27
NAVIGATION 123
Index to Old-Lore Miscellany

NORN see DIALECTS
ODAL LAW 63
‘ORKNEY AND SHETLAND RECORDS’ 140
ORKNEYINGA SAGA 70
PEAT 74
PICTS 126
   see also BROCHS
PIRACY 29
PITCAIRN, Rev. Alexander 146
POPE, Rev. Alexander 50
PRESS GANG 73 141
PRIVATEERS 12
REDLAND, Firth, Orkney 31
RENTALS 57 62 67
RENTS 38
ROB DOUN (Robert Mackay) 139
ROBERT THE BRUCE 2
ROBERTSONS OF NEWBIGGING 54
ROMANS 53
ROSENCRANTZ, family 39
RUNES 85
ST CLAIR, Arthur 152
ST MAGNUS 35
ST MAGNUS CATHEDRAL 88
SANDS OF SWANBISTER 56
SASINES 158
SEA-WEED 72
SHEEP 30 128
SHOPS 95
SINCLAIRS OF BRABSTERDORRAN 113
SINCLAIRS OF LYBSTER 111
SKATT 36 57 65 100
Songs 105 148
Steuart, Charles 133
Steuart, William 154
Stewart, family 14
Stewarts of Eday and Newark 130
Stewarts of Massater 136
Stories in Dialect
  Orkney 73 75 77–79 125 145
  Shetland 138
  Caithness 51
Summerdale, Battle of 21
Sutherland, Lady Elizabeth 151
Sword-Dances 60
Taboo Words 28
Theft 146
Thurot, Jean Bart 12
Topography 45 48
Trade Marks 29
Viking Society for Northern Research 143–44
Weather Words 87
Weights and Measures 65
Whalers 13
‘William the Wanderer’ 45
Witchcraft 49
Wrecks 10
Young, Peggy 135
ROUND-UP COUNTY BY COUNTY

Orkney
Agriculture 30 57 72 74 78 128
Archaeology 85–86 126
Archives 40 55 110 140 158
Biography 64 120 132–33 154 156
Birds 129
Church history 58 69 88 112
Crime 146
Description & travel 31 80 125
Economics 65
Education 135
Ethnology 61
Families 18–19 54 56 108 130 142 147 150 153 155–56
Fishing & fishermen 13
Folk studies 32 77 79 104 106–07 121–22 127 145 148
History 2 21 53 73 132
Language 66 76 85 87
Law 29 63
Literature 34 69–70
Medicine 97
Music 148
Personal names 20 22
Trade 29 75

Shetland
Agriculture 36 38 67 100 116 119
Archives 40 110 140
Biography 39
Birds 137
Currency 118
Description & travel 15–16 41
Diet 116
Economics 65
Ethnology 61
Families 39 109 149
Fishing & fishermen 13 28 37 124
Folk studies 17 23 42 103 117 138
History 11-12 27 53 131 141
Language 33 114-16
Law 63
Music 1 59-60 105
Ships 10 124

Caithness
Bibliography 89
Agriculture 62 68 99 112
Archaeology 7
Architecture 25 91 96
Archives 3 40 99
Biography 152
Church history 3 6 50 157
Crime 90
Description & travel 45 81
Families 8 14 111 113
Folk studies 5 51 92 94 98
History 2 25 91 96 98
Personal names 9
Place-names 93

Sutherland
Bibliography 89
Archaeology 101–02
Architecture 52
Church history 157
Description & travel 45 48 81
Families 8 151
History 2
Literature 139
Medicine 82
Place-names 43–44 47–48 71
PORTRAITS

(References are to facing pages, except where 'front.' is specified.)

BILDT, Karen Knudsdaughter (d. 1663) 2:85
BRUCE, John, of Sumburgh (1798–1885) 2:39
BRUCE, John, of Sumburgh (1837–1907) 2:39
BRUCE, Ursilla Katherine (1770–1808) 2:38
CLOUSTON, Robert Stewart (d. 1911) 4:153
CRAWFORD, Christian. see MOODIE
ELPHINSTONE, Anna Charlotte Maria. see HARTWELL
ELPHINSTONE, François (1600–33) 2:153
ELPHINSTONE, John (1722–85) 2:154
FIRTH, John (1838–1922) 7:116
GOWER, Lady (d. 1869) 8:113
GUNN, Robert Marcus (1850–1909) 4:102
HARTWELL, Lady Anna Charlotte Maria (d. 1809) 2:154
HEDDLE, Henrietta (c.1794–1833) 1:310
HIDDLESTON, Isabella (1811–89) 3:95
JOHNSTON, James, of Coubister (1798–1887) 8:130
JOHNSTON, John, of Coubister (1760–1821) 8:130
JOHNSTON, Joshua (1720–94) 8:130
KING, James, Lord Eythin (1589–1652) 5:164
MACALLAME, Aana (b. 1615) 9:74
MARY, Queen of Scots. 5:145
MOODIE, Capt. Benjamin, 8th Laird of Melsetter (1723–69) 1:311
MOODIE, Capt. Benjamin, 10th Laird of Melsetter (1789/90) 1:311
MOODIE, Christian. 1:258
MOODIE, Henrietta. see HEDDLE
MOODIE, Capt. James, 7th Laird of Melsetter (c.1645–1725) 1:258
MOODIE, Major James, 9th Laird of Melsetter (1757–1820) 1:310
MORISON, Rev. John (1746–98) 5:166
MOWAT, Admiral Axel, of Houland (1593–1661) 2:85
ROBERTSON, Lt James (1780–1860)  2:39
ST CLAIR, Maj.-Gen. Arthur (1736–1818)  2:86
SANDS, Isabella. see HIDDLESTON
SANDS, Margaret (1778–1851)  3:95
SANDS, Thomas, of Swanbister (1778–1850)  3:95
SINCLAIR, Lady Isabella.  6: front.
SINCLAIR, Lady Janet. see TRAILL
STEUART, William (1686–1768)  2:202
STEWART, Robert, of Massater (1728–99)  6:205
SUTHERLAND, Lady Elizabeth (1765–1839)  2:84
SUTHERLAND-LEVESON-GOWER, George Granville William, Marquis of Stafford (1828–92), aft. 3rd Duke of Sutherland  8:113
TRAILL, James, of Hobbister and Ratter (1759–1843)  5:front.
TRAILL, Lady Janet (d. 1806)  4:161
TURNBULL-STEWART, Grace Margaret, of Massater (1822–1907)  6:207
WATT, Margaret. see SANDS
OBITUARIES

ANDERSON, Rev. John.  4:155–56
ANDERSON, John Gerard.  5:138–39
ANDERSON, Mrs Mathew.  1:137
BALFOUR, Col. J. W.  1:137
BEEBY, W. H.  3:188–89
BLIND, Karl.  1:106
BOLT, Hon. W. M.  1:137
BRAND, James.  1:137
BRUCE, John, of Sumburgh.  1:137–38
CASKEY, Rev. William.  2:181
CHEYNE, Sir John.  1:78–79
CLOUSTON, Robert Stewart.  4:153–55
CLUNIES ROSS, George, of the Cocoa-Keeling Islands.  4:55–57
COPLAND, Sir William Robertson.  1:138–39
DANSON, Very Rev. James Myers.  3:118–19
DOWDEN, Rt Rev. John, Bishop of Edinburgh.  4:53–55
DUNBAR, Sir Archibald Hamilton.  4:55
DUNDAS, Hon. Mrs.  1:233
ELPHINSTONE, Lt Col. Sir Nicholas.  1:106–07
FINLAYSON, Henry.  3:119
FLETT, John.  5:91
FORTESCUE, A. Irvine.  1:107
FORTESCUE, Anne Irvine, of Kingcausie and Swanbister.  2:250
FRASER, Peter Peterson.  1:288
FRØLICH, Laurens.  2:56
GARRICK, R. J.  5:137
GEDDES, Alexander.  2:181
GIFFORD, Francis G.  1:329
GILBERTSON, R. P.  1:79
GOLD, Andrew.  1:107
Obituaries

GRAHAM, Thomas. 1:79
GUNN, Robert Marcus. 4:102-05
HARRISON, Arthur H. 1:107
HAY, Col. Charles. 5:138
HAY, Ursilla Katherine, of Hayfield. 3:188
HENDERSON, William, of Petister. 1:288
HONYMAN, Rev. Sir William Macdonald. 5:137-38
HUGHSON, Andrew. 1:329
INKSTER, James T. A. 1:107-08
IRVINE, Jane Tyrie. 3:117-18
IRVINE, John. 3:55-56
IRVINE, Katherine. 1:286
ISBISTER, Robert H. 1:108
LEASK, Thomas. 5:89
LENNIE, Charles. 2:250
LOGIN, Rear-Admiral Spencer Henry Metcalfe. 2:116
LOUTTIT, James. 2:117
LOUTTIT, John. 2:116-17
M’HARDY, Rev. James. 3:190
MacKAY, Angus, Rev. 5:89-90
MANSION, James C. 1:79
MARWICK, Sir James David. 1:286-88
MILLER, Rev. J. Stewart. 3:190
MITCHELL, Sir Arthur. 3:116-17
MUIR, Robert, of Scapa. 1:139
MURE, Sir Andrew. 3:116
OLLASON, Thomas Peterson. 1:288
ROBERTSON, A. J. 1:108
ROSEY, John B. 1:79
SINCLAIR, Margaret Crichton. 2:118
SINCLAIR, Hon. Mrs Pelham, of Murkle and Stevenson. 4:57-58
SMITH, Robert. 1:187
SPENCE, Catherine Stafford. 1:48
SPENCE, Philothea Fea. 1:187
SPENCE, Robert. 3:120-21
STOVE, James. 1:234-35
SUTHERLAND-GRAEME, Alexander Malcolm, of Graemeshall. 1:233-34
SUTHERLAND-GRAEME, Margaret Isabel, of Graemeshall. 2:250
TRAILL, Thomas William. 3:254-55
TRAILL-BURROUGHS, Lady Eliza D'Oyly. 1:233
TULLOCH, Jane Innes. 5:90-91
TURNBULL-STEWART, Grace Margaret Sands. 1:235-56
WATSON, John. 2:117
WATT, William George Thomas, of Breckness. 2:181-83
WILLIAMSON, Arthur Laurence. 3:119
WINSTONE, Benjamin. 1:108